
Blouse



Sewing supplies
 Burda pattern 9702, view B or 9775, view B

 White cotton fabric (refer to pattern for yardage)

 Interfacing (refer to pattern for yardage)

 Sewing thread to match fabric

 40 wt rayon embroidery thread 

 2 yards of  ¼" wide (6mm x 1.8m) blue silk ribbon.

 ½" (11mm) covered buttons 

HUSQVARNA VIKING® Accessories
 HUSQVARNA VIKING® SAPPHIRE™ 875 Quilt   

Sewing Machine

 HUSQVARNA VIKING® HUSKYLOCK™       
Overlock Machine

 Open Toe Foot 412 80 09-45

 Clear Seam Guide Foot 413 03 48-45

 Edge Stitching Foot  412 79 67-45 or

 Edge/Joining Foot 412 79 68-45

 Gathering Foot 412 79 71-45

	 Ruffler	 9200320-96	

You	can	find	these	and	many	other	accessories	in	the	
HUSQVARNA VIKING® Accessory User’s Guide or on 

our website www.husqvarnaviking.com, for purchase at 
your nearest HUSQVARNA VIKING® Dealer.

Seam allowance: Refer to sewing instructions in the pattern.

Cut out the pattern in the correct size.

Pattern changes
1. For the blouse, we have used a dress pattern. To 

adapt the pattern for a blouse:

2. Shorten the front and back yoke to 7/8" (2 cm) 
below the armhole. 

3. Shorten the front and back lower blouse panel to 
one third of  its original length (or desired length).
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Cut
Seam allowance: Refer to the sewing instructions in 
the pattern.

Cut all pieces from the fabric and interfacing, except the 
yoke pieces (you will stitch the pin tucks in the yoke piece 
before cutting the piece).

Cut for the pleated ruffle:
One piece 4" (10cm) x 2 ½ times the width of  front and 
back lower blouse panel.

Two pieces 3" (7,5 cm) x 2 ½ times the width of  sleeve.

Cut for the inserted gathered piece:
 One piece 2 ½" (6,5 cm) x double the width of  front and 
back lower blouse panel

Cut 2 stripes 1 ½" x 32" (4 x 80cm)

Sew
Yoke:
 Before cutting the yoke, sew the pin tucks on the front 
and back yoke pieces: With a pictogram pen, mark the 
shape of  the neck opening. Mark the placement of  the 
pin tucks at each side of  the neck opening. Select Stitch 
#1, Straight stitch. For narrow pin tucks snap on the 
Edge/Joining Foot and for wide pin tucks snap on the 
Edge Stitching Foot. Sew 3-4 pin tucks. For instructions 
see Accessory User´s Guide. 

Cut out the yoke. 
1. Make your own unique stitch by using the decorative 

tapering feature. We have used stitch 2:23 and 3:35.

       

2. For stitch 2:23, program 8 stitches. Choose tapering 
before starting to sew. Taper the stitch to the left, 
45˚	in	the	beginning	and	end.

3. For stitch 3:35, program 4 stitches. Choose tapering 
before starting to sew. Taper the stitch in the center, 
90˚	in	the	beginning	and	end.	For	more	instructions	
on tapering see the User´s Guide.

4. Try your stitch on a scrap piece of  fabric before 
you start. Sew a couple of  rows of  tapered stitches 
between the pin tucks on the front yoke piece.

5. Sew the shoulder seams. Choose a decorative 
stitch. We have used stitch 3:20 and sew around 
the blouse neck opening see illustration.

      

Lower Edge:
To the lower edge of  the lower blouse panel, we have inserted 
a gathered piece, a narrow strip with a decorative stitch and a 
pleated	ruffle.	First,	make	all	the	pieces	separately.

Gathered inserted piece:
Using the Gathering Foot, gather the 
2 ½" (6,5 cm) wide piece of  fabric 
on both raw edges. For instructions 
on gathering, see the Accessory 
User’s Guide. 
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4. Follow the sewing instructions in the pattern to 
continue sewing the blouse.

Sleeve:
1. Select stitch #1, adjust the stitch length to 5.0. Sew 

two rows of  gathering stitches (a long straight 
stitch) along the lower edge of  the sleeves. Gather 
the sleeve edge to the length you want. Sew the 
short	pleated	ruffles	to	the	lower	edge	of 	the	
sleeves. Cover the seam with a silk ribbon. 

2. Follow the sewing instructions in the pattern to 
finish	the	Blouse.

Narrow strip with decorative stitches:
Place Tear-A-Way stabilizer underneath. Sew a decorative 
stitch of  your choice lengthwise in the center of  the 
strip. We have used stitch 3:20. 

      

Pleated ruffle:
1.	 Fold	the	pleated	ruffle	pieces	in	half,	lengthwise	

and	press.	Attach	the	Ruffler.	Set	it	at	6	for	a	pleat	
every 6th	stitch.	Ruffle	the	raw	edge	side	of 	all	piec-
es.	For	instructions	on	using	the	ruffler,	see	the	Ac-
cessory User’s Guide. 

2.	 The	shorter	pleated	ruffles	will	be	used	for	the	sleeve.	

3. Sew the pieces to the lower edge. First sew the 
inserted gathered piece to the lower blouse. Then 
sew	the	narrow	strip	and	then	the	pleated	ruffle.	
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